




two sides to every story...
 ...and now, two sides to matinique



matinique introduces

blue and black
clothes, shoes and accessories
– exclusively for men
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in urban hubs worldwide, matinique’s reputation
as the ultimate symbol of european style and 
quality is growing stronger by the day.

with every new collection, matinique offers 
men countless new possibilities to express their 
individuality through unique looks. 

and as men’s needs change,
so does matinique

now more than ever, the matinique man demands
the highest quality, great style – and simpler 
choices. whatever the moment requires – city 
casual or city smart – he needs to be ready. 
he draws a clear distinction between his 
dressed-down and dressed-up looks and seeks 
clothes, shoes and accessories that do the same.
time and image are of the essence. 

responding to his needs, matinique has created 
a natural extension of its brand: the blue label 
– a head-to-toe collection of city casual 
clothes, shoes and accessories for men. 
matinique’s city smart formalwear is now part of
our new black label collection.

same high style – two different 
labels.
living in style just got simpler

from shirts to jeans, blazers to trousers, belts to 
shoes – the matinique man will be able to create 
his dressed-down look from the blue label and his
dressed-up look from the black label. the 
distinction makes it easier than ever for him to 
create the exact image he’s after.

matinique’s blue label and black label will launch 
in autumn 2008.

foreword

welcome to the expanded matinique universe



introducing a new
side of matinique 
the matinique man is at his best when he’s one with 
the city. business smart or street cool, he always 
fits in without ever being mainstream.

whatever side he’s showing to the world, he’s 
always the matinique man – stylish and completely 
at ease. 
with clothes as with everything else, he looks for 
design that caters to his individual personality.

matinique helps him tell his stories with two 
distinct labels: blue label for city casual, black label for 
city smart. 

tell your stories to the world



casual
vibrant
rugged 
textured
youthful 
playful
leisure
spontaneous

his youthful side craves action. in this 
city casual mode, he’s inventive, creative, 
sometimes messy, always cool and 
relaxed.

he lives for the moment

whether he’s on his way to a casual 
get-together, taking time out or breaking 
the rules, the blue label perfectly fits 
his mood.

he’s a rising star, ambitious yet relaxed. 
creative, dynamic, in tune with urban 
vibrations. always the first to see what’s 
on the horizon, always street-smart, he 
chooses clothes that capture his spirit.



ambitious and confident, he loves a 
challenge. whatever life throws at 
him, he’s ready, determined – and 
handles it with a touch of class.

he goes to all the right places and 
sets the standard with his effortless
style and masculine demeanour.

the black label gives him the quality,
comfort and air of nonchalance he 
desires.

formal
poised 
elegant 
smooth
experienced 
serious
luxurious
prepared

...whatever side he shows the world, he’s always the matinique man



two labels – one vision

our mission is to create irresistible clothes, shoes
and accessories for the urban man, blending high
quality, affordability, and style.

matinique has always made it easy for the modern 
man to express his individuality. the blue label 
and black label take it to the next natural level, 
giving men distinct options for city casual and 
city smart looks. 

the clothes don’t overshadow the man – they’re 
part of who he is.

vision





both labels
have it all
from jeans to shirts, suits to sweaters,
outerwear to accessories and shoes
– the blue and black
labels each have their own versions.

to create the city casual look,
explore the blue
label collection. for city smart,
black label has all the elements you
need.



matinique positioning



tommy hilfiger, boss orange, bzr,
tiger jeans, ben sherman, mads nørgaard,
acne collection, paul smith, fifth avenue,
strellson, hans ubbink, ted baker,
j lindeberg.

bruuns bazaar, boss, sand, fillipa k,
tiger of sweden, philosophy blues original,
junk de luxe, j lindeberg, g star, cast iron,
jc rags, pall mall, ted baker,
french connection

matinique competitors



the matinique identity

the matinique brand team is the force behind the
matinique identity. 

the team selects images and text that depict the 
values, high standards and unique vision of the 
matinique brand as a whole – and define the 
brand’s city casual and city smart dimensions.

from pos to window and mass communications 
materials, the brand team strengthens the blue 
label and black label images in every medium, 
ensuring that, like the matinique man himself, 
all communications consistently reflect a clear 
essence, tone and direction.

communicating





 the blue mission
the blue label lets the matinique man choose 
among clothes, shoes and accessories to achieve 
a city casual look that gives him street credibility 
– from the hottest new venue to the trendy 
corner cafe.

modern, youthful, spontaneous – the blue label 
makes it easy to be inventive with style. the city 
casual pieces mix comfort with quality and signal 
the unassuming confidence of a man perfectly at 
ease. 



the city casual side 
of matinique 
dressed in the blue label, the matinique man is effortlessly 
attractive, rebellious yet approachable. he’s the 
ultimate young city-dweller. tuned into his 
surroundings, aware of all that’s happening, always 
ready to experiment with something new. 

always comfortable with himself, always an 
individual, his clothes are an extension of who he is:

relaxed and imaginative – with an edge

· relaxed

· youthful

· active

· cosmopolitan

· strong

· spontaneous

· never tries too hard

· lives in the city



the personality is
in the nuances
· a modern, sporty look

· style that defies constraints

· cool, unconventional cuts

· materials that signal usability

· utility, washed to perfektion

· effortlessly stylish 

· inspires without trying

· willing and ready to    
  challenge convention 

· don’t ask – just act 



 design values
quality 
optimal performance & comfortable fabrics 
give our customers long-term value for 
money.

comfort
products with excellent fit, for every 
occasion. 

innovation
fabrics, patterns and details are chosen 
with care and have a specific purpose.

consistency
maintain consistency with the matinique  
personality and stay true to the brand 
signature.
 

masculinity
designs exude strength and confidence. 



styling the collection
the blue label re-invents casualwear. with unprecedented 
attention to detail, its pieces are as individual as the 
man who wears them. 

they are designed to let him re-mix the clothes, 
accessories and shoes into endless combinations to 
create his unique city casual look.

sometimes messy, sometimes unexpected – never random.

matinique makes sure it all works



 cross-styling
blend easily – but never blend in.

call it blending, call it mixing, call it 
cross-styling.

whatever you call it, it’s all about 
combining elements to obtain a mixture 
of a particular character or quality.

blending within the blue label is easy. 
the elements of the collection are all 
designed to fit together to create a 
city 
casual look.

like the matinique man, the blue label look 
always has an edge. that edge gets even 
sharper when you add in blue label 
accessories for a complete laid-back-
chic effect.

· clothes that communicate 
for you – without you 
saying a word 

· no hidden agenda – just 
cleverly disguised messages 

· always ready for wherever 
  the world takes you

· clothes that move with you



marketing
though sharing a common vision 
with the black label, the blue label
has its own distinct collections of
casualwear and its own:

· catalogues

· pos material

· campaigns





the black label features the clothes, shoes and
accessories that give the matinique man city 
smart edge and credibility – from the office to
the five-star.

cool, relaxed, always in control

the black label combines elegant business style
with a youthful city profile to create the new 
generation of 
classic formalwear with a twist of today.

the black mission



dressed in the black label, the matinique man is 
fashion-aware with his own easy style. he knows where he wants
to go – and always gets there. he knows the rules and generally 
respects them, but we know he takes traditions with a grain of 
salt. 

always comfortable with himself, always an individual, his 
clothes are an extension of who he is:

sophisticated and elegant
– with a twist

the city smart side
of matinique



the matinique man
wearing black 

· sophisticated

· modern

· driven

· elegant and stylish with

a cool, relaxed attitude

· cosmopolitan

· active

· fashion-aware

· lives in the city



· clean, masculine cuts 

· unexpected breaks from traditional lines

· a tailored, finished look 

· materials that signal quality

the personality is
in the nuances



· cosmopolitan

· engaged in the latest the 
world has to offer 

· elegant, simple, clean, sharp 

· subdued elegance 

· understated and tasteful 

· fashion aware 

key messages



quality 
optimal performance and comfortable fabrics give 
our customers long-term value for money.

comfort
products with excellent fit – for anyoccasion.

innovation
fabrics, patterns and details are chosen with care 
and have a specific purpose.

consistency
maintain consistency with the matinique personality
and stay true to the brand signature. 

masculinity
designs exude strength and confidence. 

design values



the black label is refined, exuding the appeal of a man 
comfortable in his skin – in any setting.

each piece reflects the strength and 
determination within

as unwavering in his personal life as in the 
business world, the man wearing the black label is not 
afraid to challenge convention. his image is his alone.

blending the ultimate in comfort – and kicking style 
up a few notches with luxurious fabrics and 
asymmetric lines.

the ultimate in chic

styling the collection



blend easily – but never blend in.

call it blending, call it mixing, call it cross-styling.

whatever you call it, it’s about combining elements to 
obtain a mixture of a particular character or quality.

blending within the black label is easy. the elements of 
the collection are all designed to fit together to create

an elegant formal look

like the matinique man, the black label look always adds 
a twist to the city smart image. and that twist gets even 
more personal when you add in black label accessories.

cross-styling



marketing
though sharing a common vision with 
the blue label, the black label has its own 
distinct collections of formalwear and 
its own: 

•catalogues
•pos material
•campaigns



some judge a man by his profession...
some judge a man by his words...
...and some judge a man by his shoes



shoes that fit right, look right, sound right
from the way it complements your clothes to 
the sound they make when the soles hit the 
floor 
everything is just right.

for the man who is always on the
move

a sense of style
a sense of comfort
a sense of weightlessness
a sense of class
a sense of quality

two sides to every man...
two sides to every shoe...
like the matinique man – perfect style on the 
outside, complete comfort within.

shoes



ac

they say you should always wear at least 
one eye-catching accessory.

the right one completes and sharpens your 
head-to-toe look – and serves as a brilliant 
conversation starter.



matinique’s new collection of accessories is 
bigger, has more personality – and opens up 
unlimited new styling possibilities. 

designed for the man who understands the 
importance of attention to detail, matinique’s 
accessories let him show just how fashion-aware 
he is – down to the smallest details.

belts, scarves, hats, gloves... accessories are the
finishing touches that pull it all together.

accessories



blue accessories
blue label accessories – for the city casual man 
looking to spice up his wardrobe and re-invent 
his day-to-day look.

key messages
· an eye for quality and style

· an accessories collection that infuses colour 
  and life into any look

· impossible not to notice – yet never over-the-top

· adding an edge to the everyday look



black accessories
black label accessories – for the city smart man 
looking for the finishing touches to complete 
his stylish contemporary image.

beautifully interweaving elegance and simplicity, 
black label accessories feature sharp, clean lines 
and luxurious materials woven with extraordinary 
attention to detail.

key messages
· classic cuts mixed with modern thinking for an 
urban reinvention of classic wear

· taking any look far beyond the ordinary

· for business meetings, elegant evenings, 
memorable weekends

· drawing the eye highlighting the best features...



two sides to every story
– separate but equal

get ready to discover the two sides 
of the matinique universe.

meet the clothes, shoes, and accessories
– and tell your stories to the world.




